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Abstract

This paper presents a new technology for auto-
matically generating linguistic reports and imme-
diate feedback from actions performed by players
during play sessions. These reports allow us to pro-
vide players with a more complete and personalized
feedback about their behaviors, abilities, attitudes,
skills and movements. In order to show and explore
the possibilities of this new technology, we incorpo-
rate and implement this model into the core of a
single computer game.
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1. Introduction

Current computer games provide players with some
feedback about their play sessions. This feedback,
from classical scoreboards to sophisticated head-
up displays, is used for improving the motivations,
training, learning and immersion of players [10].
Additionally, current computer games provide re-
searchers and designers with feedback about players
behavior by using data analysis techniques [5, 7].
This feedback is used for improving the design and
implementation of computer games since provides
them with expert knowledge about play sessions and
with a better understanding of player behavior at
different levels.
Most of feedback provided by current computer

games is not enough when the objective is to deliver
actually effective feedback about player behavior.
In fact, feedback provided by data analysis tools is
employed by designers or researchers at testing and
post-production phases but usually is not delivered
to the players during play sessions.

A more complete feedback about player beha-
vior should provide players with more immediate
and complete knowledge about their way of playing,
main errors, attitudes or skills. Also, a feedback of
this kind should provide designers and researchers
with more knowledge about all the relevant events
occurred during play sessions.

In this paper we propose a novel technology, spe-
cialized for computer games, which is based on mo-
nitoring and analyzing the actions of actors (pla-
yers and agents) in game worlds. This allows us
to perform linguistic descriptions from events occu-

rred between different actors (players and agents)
by remarking the most relevant features and hiding
the irrelevant ones happened during play sessions
(see Figure 1). This technology provides players,
designers and researchers with automatic and more
complete feedback about player’s behavior by using
linguistic reports. These reports can be easily in-
cluded as a narrative component into the user in-
terface.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2
introduces the general concepts regarding computer
games. Then, in Section 3 we propose a basic archi-
tecture for generating automatic linguistic feedback
in computer games. Section 4 details the linguistic
modeling of the architecture previously presented.
Section 5 describes the report templates for cus-
tomizing a final player report. Afterwards, Section 6
explains the experimentation carried out. Finally,
Section 7 provides some concluding remarks.

2. Preliminary concepts

This section deals with introducing the reader some
background information.

• Computer Game. A Computer Game is an
interactive system formed by three components
[1]: Input-Output devices (controllers and in-
terface); Game (objectives and rules of the
game, relationship between different elements)
and Program (how the game is implemented
at the code level). The player plays the game
using the controllers and interface. The game
provides player with immersive and pleasure
experiences.
• Game World. A game world is the envi-
ronment in which the game takes place. It is
formed by either static or active elements.
• Actor. An actor is an entity that exists within
the game world and that can interact with the
elements of the game world, and with other ac-
tors. The mechanism of interaction is fixed by
means of the rules of the game.
• Player. A player is an actor whose movements
are performed by human players.
• Agent. An agent is an actor whose movements
are performed by a virtual player, i.e., a spe-
cialized software.
• Player Experience (PX). PX is the overall
impression and feeling of the game that a player
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Figure 1: General diagram for automatically generated linguistic reports

has when he/she interacts with others actors in
the game world. According to [4] the elements
of PX are: motivation (interest and reward),
meaningful choices (strategy and tactics), ba-
lance, usability (feedback) and aesthetics. PX
must be measured in order to ensure that pla-
yers have the expected experiences playing the
game. Several methods have been proposed
for measuring and evaluating playability and
usability: Survey-based or interviews; Audio-
visual recording of the game sessions; Biofeed-
back measures [6]. Recently, Gameplay metrics
have been proposed as an analysis tool for usa-
bility and playability testing that offers insights
into how people are actually playing the games
under evaluation [2].
• Gameplay metrics. Gameplay Metrics are
related to User-Initiated Events (UIEs) which
refer to events that occur when a user inter-
acts with the computer game. UIEs is a user-
centered methodology of Human Computer In-
teraction that offers insight into how to cre-
ate usable interfaces [9]. Gameplay metrics
also include events taken from the computer
game, for example the behavior of computer-
controlled agents. By combining this gameplay
metrics with traditional user experience mea-
sures (biofeedback, surveys and usability me-
thods) it is possible to directly link player ex-
perience with design elements [12].
• YADY Computer Game: YADY (“Your ac-
tions define you”) is a single 2D game com-
puter prototype written in Java. The main
input-output devices of YADY are mainly the
keyboard and the screen, respectively. The
game consists in a player that must capture a
set of pills distributed by a 2D scenario (the
game world) by avoiding both obstacles and
opponent. The game successfully finishes when
the player captures all the pills. By contrast,
the game over is produced when the player is
hunted by the opponent.

3. Basic Architecture for generating
Automatic Linguistic Feedback in
Computer Games

Automatic Linguistic Description of Complex Phe-
nomena (LDCP) aims to extract and represent
knowledge by using natural language sentences (re-

port) as if they were produced by a human ex-
pert, describing the most relevant aspects of a phe-
nomenon for certain users in specific contexts.

LDCP is based on the Computational Theory
of Perceptions [14] and it has been used in pre-
vious works to generate, for example, linguistic des-
cription of surface of Mars [11] and linguistic re-
ports assessing the results of simulation sessions in
a driver trainer [3].

The basic architecture is based on the concept of
Computational Perception (CP). A CP takes as va-
lues the elements of a set of linguistic expressions
(words or sentences in natural language) that re-
presents all the possible values of the perception
(e.g.:“The current situation is { dangerous, safe,
easy, risky }”).
We apply this methodology to generate linguis-

tic feedback for players during play sessions. The
result is a computational system able to collect
and interpret events performed by actors (players
and agents) in the game world during play se-
ssions, yielding reports in natural language about
their behaviors, abilities, attitudes, skills or move-
ments. With that aim, the generated reports are
customized to include information that is relevant
for players and even for designers and researchers.

The basic architecture for automatic linguistic
feedback is described as follows.

3.1. Data structures

The main data structures of this architecture are,
namely, the Gameplay metrics, the Granular Lin-
guistic Model of Complex Phenomena (GLMP), and
the Report Template (see Figure 2):

• Gameplay Metrics. The designer must de-
fine the gameplay metrics by analyzing which
describe the actions of players during play se-
ssions. The goal is to find out the best set of
gameplay metrics in order to describe the most
relevant events occurred during play sessions.
• GLMP. A Granular Linguistic Model of a Phe-
nomena for automatic linguistic feedback (ex-
plained in detail on Section 4) is a compu-
tational structure which organizes all related
perceptions in a similar way as either desig-
ners or players usually organize their expe-
rience in computer games by means of natural
language. In particular, the designer must de-
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Figure 2: Main components of the proposed computational system for automatic linguistic feedback during
play sessions

fine his/her subjective perceptions as computa-
tional perceptions. He/she uses the resources
of the computer, e.g., action listeners, to ac-
quire data about events and interactions pro-
duced by actors in the game world (gameplay
metrics). Next, he/she uses his/her own expe-
rience to interpret these data and to create a
network of computational perceptions (see Fi-
gure 3). Each computational perception covers
a specific aspect of the events occurred with
certain granularity degree. Defining this net-
work is an iterative process that starts with
the definition of the top-order computational
perceptions. Here, it is a matter of answering
general questions about how was a particular
session and which was the behavior of the pla-
yers. Here we have to take into consideration
several features: (i) the kind of situations pro-
duced between the player and the opponent,
(ii) the kind of attitude showed by the player in
a particular situation, (iii) kind of movements
performed by the player and (iv) needed time in
capturing the pills distributed on the scenario.
From these features we could answer one im-
portant question: which is the ability and the
skill level for the players during play sessions.
• Report Template. The designer analyzes
the particular meaning of each linguistic ex-
pression in specific situation types to build the
Report Templates. A Report Template is de-
fined considering the application requirements
to deliver feedback to players about their ac-
tions. In particular, the designer must create in
collaboration with human factor experts a do-
cument which summarizes general observations
about movements, attitudes, skills, speed, abi-
lities and situations. These observations will be
written down in natural language and will be
incorporated into the User Interface as visual
components (see Section 5).

3.2. Processing modules

The main processing modules of this system are,
namely, the Events Listener module, the Gameplay
Values Calculation module, the Instantiation mo-
dule and the Report Generation module (see Fi-
gure 2):

• Events Listener Module. The system cap-
tures the positions and their variations for each
actor (player or agent) in the game world by
using events listeners.
• Gameplay Values Calculation Module.
From these positions the system computes the
values for each gameplay metric defined in the
Gameplay metrics data structure.
• Instantiation Module. This module uses the
metrics to generate an instance of the GLMP.
(see Section 4).
• Report Generation Module. The Re-
port is obtained from input data as result
of instantiation processes of the Report Tem-
plate, i.e., the computational system selects
(instantiates), among the available possibili-
ties, the most suitable linguistic expressions in
the GLMP to describe the input data.

4. Granular linguistic Model

This section describes the granular linguistic model
for YADY players behavior which is shown in Fi-
gure 3.

4.1. First-order Computational Perceptions

A special type of computational perception is used
to process the input data, we call them first order
computational perception (1CP). In our case the in-
puts are numerical data obtained from events cap-
tured and logged during play sessions. We imple-
ment our GLMP model from the values associated
to these gameplay metrics.

4.1.1. CP of Distance

The distance is the number of cells among the diffe-
rent actors (see Figure 3-right). This is a gameplay
metric whose values are represented by a real num-
ber. Given two points A(x, y) and B(x′, y′), the dis-
tance between both points is calculated by means of
the following equation:

√
(x− x′)2 + (y − y′)2.

We define three different CPs of Distance: Dis-
tance between the player and the opponent (Dpo);
Distance between the player and the closest pill
with respect to him (Dpc) and Distance between
the opponent and the closest pill with respect to
the player (Doc). Since these parameters are real
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Figure 3: GLMP (left) and Gameplay metrics (right).

numbers, we define a first-order CP as follows:
CP-Distance= ((close, far), (µclose, µfar)), where
µclose, µfar are fuzzy subsets defined on U = [0, N ],
being N the size of the game world.

4.1.2. CP of Protection

The protection degree is the number of walls bet-
ween the player and the opponent (see Figure 3-
right). This is a gameplay metric whose va-
lues are represented by a real number. Given
two points A(x, y) and B(x′, y′), being the po-
sitions of the player and the opponent, respec-
tively. The number of obstacles between both
points can be calculated by using the following
steps: i) Calculating the rectangle formed by
both points; ii) Counting the number of obsta-
cles in such a rectangle. Since this parameter is
a real number, we define this first-order CP as fo-
llows: CP-Protection=((low, high), (µlow, µhigh)),
where (µlow, µhigh)) are fuzzy subsets defined on
U = [0, N ], being N the total number of walls in
the game world.

4.1.3. CP of Time

This CP measures the spent time to capture the
pills distributed in the game world (see Figure 3-
right). Given two points A(x, y) and B(x′, y′), the
time is calculated by measuring the needed time
to go from A to B. For example, suppose that
the player is at the position (0, 0) and the pills are
at the positions (3, 4) and (8, 8). CP-Time mea-
sures the time required to go from (0, 0) to (3, 4)
and then from (3, 4) to (8, 8). Since the parame-
ter is a real number, we define a first-order CP as
follows: CP-Time=((large, short), (µlarge, µshort)),
where µlarge, µshort are fuzzy subsets defined on

U = [0, N ], being N a maximum fixed in seconds
for capturing a coin.

4.2. Second-order Computational
Perceptions

We call second order computational perception
(2CP) to those explained by previous CPs. Fi-
gure 3 shows a Granular Linguistic Model for gene-
rating automatic linguistic feedback in which 1CPs
are obtained from Gameplay Metrics and 2CPs are
calculated based on subordinate CPs, providing in-
formation about play sessions at different levels of
abstraction.

4.2.1. CP of Situation

The CP-Situation is obtained by aggregating CP-
Protection and CP-Distance (CP-Dpo). This
CP is defined as follows: CP-Situation=((Risky,
Safe, Dangerous, Easy), f(CP-Protection, CP-
Dpo)); where f is an aggregation function imple-
mented by a set of fuzzy rules. Here, CP-Situations
are calculated by using the Mamdami-type rules [8]
expressed in the Table 1. Each row must be read
as follows: “IF CP-Protection is Low and CP-Dpo

is Close THEN CP-Situation is Dangerous”.

Table 1: Rules for CP of Situation
CP-Situation CP-Protection CP −Dpo

Risky High Close
Dangerous Low Close
Safe High Far
Easy Low Far

4.2.2. CP of Attitude

The CP-Attitude is obtained by aggregating CP-
Distance between the player and the closest coin
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(CP-Dpc) and CP-Distance between the opponent
and the closest coin (CP-Doc). This CP is defined
as follows: CP-Attitude=((Wise, Brave, Cautious,
Passive), f(CP-Dpc, CP-Doc)). Here, CP-Attitudes
are calculated by using the rules expressed in the
Table 2:

Table 2: Rules for CP of Attitude
CP-Attitude CP −Dpc CP −Doc

Wise Close Far
Brave Close Close
Cautious Far Close
Passive Far Far

4.2.3. CP of Movement

The CP-Movement is obtained by aggregating 1CP-
Distance between the player and the closest coin
(1CP-Dpc) and 1CP-Distance between the player
and the opponent (1CP-Dpo). This 2CP is defined
as follows: CP-Movement=((Good, Bad, Scare,
Kamikaze), f(1CP-Dpc, 1CP-Dpo)). Here, 2CP-
Movements are calculated by using the rules ex-
pressed in the Table 3.

Table 3: Rules for 2CP of Movements
2CP-Movement 1CP −Dpc 1CP −Dpo

Good Close Far
Scare Far Far
Kamikaze Close Close
Bad Far Close

4.2.4. CP of Skill

CP-Skill is obtained by aggregating CP-Attitude,
CP-Movement and CP-Time. This CP is defined
as follows: CP-Skill=((Expert, Intermediate, Ba-
sic, Beginner), f(CP-Attitude, CP-Movement, CP-
Time)). Here, CP-Skills are calculated by using the
rules expressed in the Table 4 (for simplicity only a
subset of them are shown).

Table 4: Subset of rules for CP of Skill
CP-Skill CP-

Attitude
CP-
Movement

CP-Time

Expert Wise Good Short
Intermediate Brave Good Short
Basic Passive Bad Large
Beginner Passive Scare Large

4.2.5. CP of Ability

The CP-Ability is obtained by aggregating CP-
Attitude, CP-Movement and CP-Situation. This
CP is defined as follows: CP-Ability=((Skillful,
Somewhat-skillful, Somewhat-clumsy, Clumsy),
f(CP-Attitude, CP-Movement, CP-Situation)).
Here, CP-Abilities are calculated by using the rules
expressed in the Table 5 (for simplicity only a
subset of them are shown).

Table 5: Subset of rules for CP of Ability

CP-Ability CP-
Attitude

CP-
Movement

CP-
Situation

Skillful Wise Good Easy
Somewhat-
skillful

Cautious Good Safe

Somewhat-
clumsy

Brave Bad Dangerous

Clumsy Passive Bad Risky

4.3. Linguistic summaries

In order to provide information about the whole
play session, we calculate the summaries of each in-
stant 2CP. The process consists in adding the values
of a particular instant 2CP during the play session
by using the concept of fuzzy cardinality. We call
these CPs, Play session CPs (ΣCP ). We use these
ΣCP to generate the report.

Note that we could improve this sentences by
using ,e.g, linguistic summaries (in the sense of
Yager [13]) to resume the information provided for
the play session CPs. Giving a 2CP, each sentence
in the linguistic summary has the form “q s were
v”, where q is a linguistic label (nearly-none, few,
several, many, nearly-all) of a quantifier Q on [0, 1];
s represents the name (plural) of such 2CP and v
is a qualifier value of such 2CP. For example, the
following summaries can be obtained from ΣCP -
Situation: “Many situations were safe; Few situa-
tions were easy;”.

5. Report Template

We have created a report template in order to pro-
vide players with the most relevant details about
their YADY’s play sessions. Figure 4 shows a possi-
ble report template for the YADY computer game.
Each vSi is an element of an array of strings Si listed
below.

S1 := { not, “void” } 1

S2 := { wise, brave, cautious, passive}.
S3 := { skillful, somewhat-skillful, somewhat-clumsy,

clumsy}
S4 := { passed for risky, enjoyed of safe , passed for

dangerous, enjoyed of easy}
S5 := { beginner, basic, intermediate, advanced}

Note that, vS1 := “not′′ when the play session
finished in game over and vS1 := “void′′ when the
play session successfully finished; v1

S2
is the highest

value obtained from Σ2CP -Attitude and v2
S2

is
the second highest value obtained from Σ2CP -
Attitude; v1

S3
is the highest value obtained from

Σ2CP -Ability; v1
S4

is the highest value obtained
from Σ2CP -Situation and v2

S4
is the second highest

value obtained from Σ2CP -Situation; v1
S4

is the
highest value obtained from Σ2CP -Skill.

1“void” represents an empty string
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Table 6: Beginner Player versus Advanced Player

The play session has been successfully completed. You
have showed a cautious attitude during the most part of
the play session, although sometimes you were a passive
player. Most of movements evidence clumsy abilities. You
passed for dangerous situations during the main body of
the play session, although also you passed for risky situ-
ations. You skill level is beginner.

The play session has been successfully completed. You
have showed a brave attitude during the most part of
the play session, although sometimes you were a wise
player. Most of movements evidence skillful abilities. You
enjoy of safe situations during the play session, although
also you passed for risky situations. Your skill level is
advanced.

The play session has vS1 been successfully completed.
You have showed a v1

S2 attitude during the most part
of the play session, although sometimes you were a v2

S2

player. Most of movements evidence v1
S3 abilities. You

v1
S4 situations during the main body of the play session,
although also you v2

S4 situations. You skill level is v1
S5 .

Figure 4: The Report Template for the YADY Com-
puter Game

6. Experimentation

In order to obtain a first intuitive validation of our
system for automatic linguistic feedback, we have
checked it on the YADY computer game. Two diffe-
rent players played the game: a beginner player and
an advanced player. Table 6 shows the final reports
generated for each type of player. These reports
show that the expert players enjoyed of a greater
number of safe and easy situations, while the non-
expert players often passed for risky and dangerous
situations. Additionally, brave and wise attitudes
are related with expert players, while passive and
cautious attitudes are related with non-expert pla-
yers. These general facts are identified by using the
final descriptions generated about both skill levels
and abilities.

7. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we have shown a first prototype of
a promising technology that could be used to im-
prove the current feedback provided for computer
games. This work is a first approximation towards
a broader approach and much work remains to be
done in this direction. The preliminary results show
that the incorporation of this kind of feedback into
the core of computer games could improve the over-
all gaming experiences.
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